View from the seventh floor

1 7 S P R I N G S T R E E T:
A S TAT E M E N T I N G R A N D D E S I G N
AND PURE ELEGANCE.

A C U R AT E D A D D R E S S

A boutique collection of beautifully
appointed residences will soon set a new
benchmark for luxury living in Melbourne.
All two bedroom, three bedroom, half floor
and whole floor residences will enjoy exquisite
finishes and spectacular views across the
Treasury and Fitzroy Gardens. This visionary
collaboration directed by Cbus Property and
architecturally delivered by Bates Smart
will afford its residents access to the finest
culture and lifestyle experiences that our city
has to offer.

SPRING STREET IS THE GATEW AY TO THE CIT Y:
A PL A CE WHERE MODERN ARCHITECTURE,
HERITA GE L ANDMARKS AND A NEW ERA OF
LUXURIOUS RESIDENCES GREET THE LUSH
EXPANSES OF THE TREA SURY GARDENS.
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Porte-cochère

17 Spring Street is a refined architectural statement that
is perfectly of its place at this distinguished address.
A double storey lobby is defined by monolithic stone
portals and fine metalwork that pays homage to the
proud history and intricate detailing of the architecture
at the Paris end of Collins Street.
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The building’s classical stature and elegance creates
a seamless and ceremonial sense of arrival enhanced
by curated furniture pieces and bespoke artworks.
This elegant space includes a 24-hour concierge and
connects to the porte-cochère which makes for an
effortless welcome that is rarely offered in Melbourne.
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A VIEW TO TREASURE

The design of 17 Spring Street has been informed by its
verdant locale. The largest expanse of the façade faces
the Treasury and Fitzroy Gardens, creating uninterrupted
views from all residences. From the abundant sunlight to
the impressive vistas of the scenery below, there is a
constant dialogue between indoor and outdoor spaces.
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“O UR ARCHITECTURE HA S A TOUCH OF
NOSTALGIA , BUT NOT IN AN O VERLY
ROMANTICISED W AY. IT’S THIS
INTEREST IN HERITA GE DETAIL AND
CRAFT THAT GIVES 17 SPRING STREET
A LEVEL OF GRAVITA S AND STRENG TH,
AND ANCHORS IT TO THE CIT Y.”
K R I S T E N W H I T T L E — B AT E S S M A R T

Adjacent to the lobby, the residents’ lounge is defined by
strong architectural components and views over the Treasury
Gardens – the perfect place to greet guests or gather by the
fireside before heading out for a memorable night in the city.

an ideal place to enjoy a drink against a backdrop of sparkling
city lights. The amenities on this level also include a wine
cellar, separate dining room and caterers’ kitchen that can be
privately booked for entertaining guests.

The 25m pool on Level 2 provides opportunities for relaxation
or an invigorating swim. Residents can also exercise in the
gym overlooking the Treasury Gardens. On Level 3, three
separately zoned gardens on the common terrace make for

In all aspects, 17 Spring Street is defined by class and poise.
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Each residence has been designed to savour the magnificent
outlook to the Treasury Gardens and beyond, with kitchen
and living areas enjoying a strong sense of connection to the
outdoors. Balconies act as a natural extension of living spaces
with generous proportions that allow for alfresco dining
and entertainment.
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All master bedrooms within 17 Spring Street are orientated
to make the most of their unique position. The majority enjoy
uninterrupted views of the near-by gardens whilst a select few
take advantage of stunning, open city views. Here, every
bedroom enjoys natural ventilation from large windows and
sliding doors that open onto the terraces. Careful consideration
has been given to the layout of each residence, with extensive
robing and storage. All residences include a free-standing
bath, perfect for hours spent in relaxation.

CBUS PROPERT Y

“ T H E R E ’ S A N EMOT ION A L
CO N N E C T ION IN OUR W ORK,
W H E R E A T EA M OF C REATIVE
P E O P L E COL L A BORAT E TO
B R I N G A HUMA N A N D PERS ON A L
E L E M E N T TO THE DES IGN .”
c h r i s k a ko u fa s

—

cbus property

Cbus Property, a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Cbus industry superannuation fund, is renowned
for creating developments with a rare synergy
between design partners, investors and residents.
With offices in Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane,
Cbus Property is one of the most innovative and
transformative property investors in Australia.
From luxury homes such as 35 Spring Street to cutting
edge commercial spaces, Cbus Property is renowned
for delivering developments that are environmentally,
financially and socially sustainable. This commitment
to preserving the quality and character of Melbourne,
and creating an enduring legacy, is what has led
to the creation of 17 Spring Street; a landmark
building curated for the city that will be enjoyed for
generations to come.

B AT E S S M A RT

C O L L I E R S I N T E R N AT I O N A L

Bates Smart is a multidisciplinary design firm
responsible for some of Australia’s pre-eminent
architecture and interior design. Located in
Melbourne and Sydney, the studio’s award-winning
projects transform the fabric of our cities and
positively influence the way in which people use
and inhabit urban spaces.

Colliers International is an industry leading global
real estate company that provides a full range of
real estate services to property owners, investors,
developers and occupiers. Colliers International is
consistently ranked by the International Association
of Outsourcing Professionals among The Global
Outsourcing 100 top businesses and the World’s
Best Outsourcing Advisors.

As one of Australia’s oldest architectural firms,
Bates Smart’s 165 years of experience demonstrates
a strong history and connection with Melbourne.
Over the decades the studio has helped to define
the city’s skyline, and is now positioned to curate
yet another significant addition to Melbourne’s
architectural landscape. After helping the city evolve,
Bates Smart’s accumulative knowledge is being
articulated in one of the studio’s most distinguished
ventures to date.

Here in Melbourne, Colliers International is
a market leader in off-the-plan apartment sales
and has sold over $5.5 billion worth of property
over the past 24 months. Our experience and
expertise in setting, launching and selling out
residential property projects is unparalleled,
from the largest multi-staged, mixed-use
developments right down to boutique homes
that require their own special expertise.
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